
WINE RECOMMENDATION

Vina Robles Winery

2007 Roseum, Huerhuero Vineyard 

(Paso Robles)

I, for one, am all in favor of pushing the rosé revival all the way to

an equal position in the wine spectrum, both critically and

market-wise. Whether as a lifestyle sipper or as serious food wine,

varietally-expressive rosé should enjoy an equitable niche, once we

get beyond the wrong-headed notion that rosé is some kind of

winemaking compromise, or that rosé “means” white Zinfandel, and

therefore can’t be serious. Having said that, too many of the

nouveau rosés being promoted today are simply insipid “bleeds”;

free run byproducts of the “more important” business of pumping up

the intensity in the “mother” must for a BIG red wine. 

Well, the hell with “mother”! Rosé should have a healthy dose of the character that comes in the hides of those

varieties chosen to make a rosé statement. In this case, the varieties are Grenache and Syrah (60% / 40%)

and the 2007 Roseum was nursed on substantial skin contact before pressing. You will immediately see this in

the compelling cherry color and the strawberry nose and flavor, and watch for the no-compromise grippyness,

pepper and serious acidity as this wine rolls across your palate. This one's definitely a wine to go to dinner with!

Reviewed May 26, 2008 by Roger Dial.

THE WINE

Winery: Vina Robles Winery

Vineyard: Huerhuero Vineyard

Vintage: 2007

Wine: Roseum

Appellation: Paso Robles

Grapes: Grenache, Syrah / Shiraz

Price: $13.00 

THE REVIEWER

Roger Dial

Under various hats

(winegrower/maker/negotiant/writer)

Roger Dial has been tasting wine

professionally for 40 years. He regards

varietal and regional diversity as the

best virtues of wine, and is

ever-suspicious of the quest (by

producers and critics, alike) for “universal greatness”. His

tasting regime is simple: Is the wine technically sound? Is

it interesting? Warning: he’s a sucker for all aromatic

varieties.
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